[STUDY CATALEPSY AND OTHER FORMS OF BEHAVIOR WITH RECOMBINANT MICE].
Catalepsy--passive defense freezing reaction in response to the threatening stimuli. In hypertrophic form, it is a symptom of brain dysfunction. In mice, the major gene that determines predisposition to catalepsy localized in the distal fragment 111.35-116.16 m. p. n. of chromosome 13. This chromosome fragment using backcrossing was transferred from the cataleptic CBA mouse stain to the genome of catalepsy resistant mouse strain C57BL/6. It was obtained two recombinant lines C57BL6.CBA-Dl3Mit76C and C57BL6.CBA-D13Mit76B, carrying the fragment of CBA and C57BL/6, respectively. It has been shown that in C57BL6.CBA-D13Mit76C mice the number of cataleptic higher compared with the control line C57BL6.CBA-Dl3Mit76B. In tests "startle reflex reaction" and "social interaction" differences in behavior were not found. At the same time reduction of exploratory behavior in the "open field" test of C57BL6.CBA-D13Mit76C mice compared with C57BL6.CBA-D13Mit76B mice was shown. Immobility time of C57BL6.CBA-D13Mit76C mice in the "forced swimming" test was also significantly lower compared to control mice C57BL6.CBA-D13Mit76B.